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Customer HOW TO IMPROVE PATIENT EXPERIENCE
Service BY IMPROVING THE ADMISSION PROCESS
AIM

The hospital identified key drivers resulting in
dissatisfaction over the admission process, and looked
at initiatives to improve satisfaction.

Aim

To improve patient experience by
shortening patient waiting time

Waiting for admission

Waiting for bed

Causes

Across the patient journey in the hospital, the area
which patients have been constantly having lower
satisfaction with was the admissions process, due to
the waiting time.

To improve admission process by
improving the Admission Process

Patients’ arrival
timings varies
greatly (either
too late or
too early)

Patients who
were not well
were delayed in
getting to room

Initiatives

Mount Elizabeth Novena Hospital was opened in 2012
and has experienced significant growth in demand for
services. Patient expectations of service levels have
also grown in tandem.

Drivers

BACKGROUND
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Room cleaning
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Room cleaning
time

Improve housekeeping process
Training and Staff Incentive

ACTION PLAN
1

New Admission Process: Direct Bedside Admission.

2

Improve patient’s punctuality by sending SMS reminders to admitting patients.

3

Improve the performance of cleaning and turning over discharged rooms.
I.

A systematic approach to cleaning and checking rooms based on best practices and also retraining staff and supervisors, as well as
creating a systematic checklist for checking rooms.

II. An incentive system for staff who had performed well on cleaning quality, as well as completed more rooms.

RESULTS
Direct Bedside Admission Workflow

Approximately 77 mins
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Patient waits 20 mins

Administration Procedure (22 mins)

Patients waits 25 mins

Number
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1

Patients can be brought up to their rooms much earlier to rest.

2

42% improvement in arrival time of patients, hence reducing
unnecessary waiting or risk of being late for scheduled procedures.

3

35% improvement in room turnaround time. 20% improvement in
the quality of room cleaning. Rooms are ready earlier for patients.

Administration Procedure (22 mins)

Patient can rest in room

Time Difference between Patients’ Arrival Time and Admission Time
Accounts for 52% of sample
BEFORE SMS INITIATIVE
IMPLEMENTATION

Accounts for 74% of sample
AFTER SMS INITIATIVE
IMPLEMENTATION

Patient
sent up
to room

Discharged Room Turnaround

